
Survival, culture, 
and traditions require

sustainability and
cooperation. In traditional
times, the Hawaiian people
considered it their kuleana,
or responsibility, to
effectively manage their

natural resources from the top
of the mountains to beyond the
coral reefs. This included the

unique plants and animals with
which the people shared their island

home. Among those species was the
Hawaiian monk seal. 

Today, the endangered Hawaiian monk seal needs
everyone’s cooperation if it is to survive and recover.

He Hawai‘i Au – I Am Hawaiian

Known for generations as ‘ïlioholoikauaua (‘dog
running in the toughness’ and more recently, ‘dog
running in the rough sea’), the Hawaiian monk seal is
endemic, which means it is unique to these islands
and found naturally nowhere else in the world. It has
existed on Earth for millions of years – longer than the
Big Island of Hawai‘i – and dwells in the realm of
Kanaloa, the Hawaiian god of the ocean.

Records from old Hawaiian newspapers and other
sources reveal that as many as 15,000 monk seals may
have lived in the Hawaiian Islands during the time
Polynesians colonized these islands, prior to western
contact in 1778. Hawaiian oli (chants), mo‘olelo
(stories), and other forms of traditional knowledge tell
us about the Hawaiian monk seal of the past.

The Kumulipo – a detailed chant that chronicles the
creation story, genealogy, and mythology of ancient
Hawai‘i – includes the ‘ioleholoikauaua (‘rat running
beside the wave’), referring to the Hawaiian monk
seal. The legend of Hawai‘i Loa refers to the monk
seal as ‘ïlioholoikauaua-a-Lono (‘the dog running at
the voice of Lono’), which is associated with the
Hawaiian god, Lono.

Another reference to the monk seal exists in the oral
tradition about the god, Hi‘iakaikapoliopele (Hi‘iaka),
whose travels through the archipelago are recorded in
a lengthy and detailed chant. In a translation of the
chant, Hi‘iaka describes Ka‘ö‘io Point on O‘ahu:

“There�is�a�plain�on�the�inland�side�and�dangerous
waters�seaward,�a�place�renowned�in�the�saying,�‘Lie
calmly�in�the�sea�of�your�chief.’�As�we�go�along�we
will�reach�Makaua,�land�of�the�Ma‘akua�rain.�That�is
where�the�‘ïlio�hä�of�Käne�dwells,�named
Kauhike‘ïmakaokalani,�an�uncle�of�ours.”�In�the�story
that�follows,�Hi‘iaka�continues:�“The�‘ïlio�hä�is�like
saying�‘ïlio�kähä,�an�oversized,�hulking�dog,�the�same
way�a�pig�can�be�oversized.�It�means�it�is�huge,
heavy,�plump,�and�fleshy.�But�this�dog-uncle�of�ours
you�see�there�has�the�body�of�a�massive�dog,�and�the
largest�expanse�of�his�fur�is�on�his�head�and�neck...”��

The description of the ‘ïlio hä as “huge, heavy, plump,
and fleshy” and as an “oversized” dog with the largest
expanse of fur on his head and neck is reminiscent of
the physical appearance of monk seals. In this chant,
the animal is associated with the Hawaiian god, Käne,
who is traditionally associated with dogs. 

Monk Seal Place Names 

Several sites in the Hawaiian archipelago are probably
named after the Hawaiian monk seal. On the remote
Kalaupapa peninsula on the rugged north coast of
Moloka‘i is a small cape and bay named ‘Ïlio-pi‘i
(‘climbing dog’). This historical name is appropriate, 
as monk seals commonly pup on beaches in this area
in modern times. Another site, Lae o Ka ‘Ïlio (‘the
headland of the dog’), is located at Hä‘ena on the
rural north shore of Kaua‘i and refers to the ‘ïlio�hele�i
ka�uaua (‘dog that runs in the rough sea’). The modern
name, Holoikauaua, has been given to Pearl and
Hermes Atoll in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands.
(NWHI). This name celebrates the Hawaiian monk
seals that haul out and rest at the atoll. 

Each of these place names possesses significant
ecological importance for the monk seals in the current
context, and at least two, ‘Ïlio-pi‘i on Moloka‘i and Lae
o Ka ‘Īlio on Kaua‘i, are names that likely reference
places on the main Hawaiian Islands where monk seals
were common in historic and current times.  

The traditional knowledge of Hawaiian monk seals in
the main Hawaiian Islands is also supported by
archaeological evidence. In 1996, an articulated
skeleton of a juvenile seal was found in Wailuku,
Maui. Carbon dating indicates that it was buried
approximately 1640 AD, over 100 years before
westerners arrived in Hawai‘i but during the time
humans occupied these islands.

Külia I Nā Kamalani O Kanaloa

Stand Firm For The Chiefly Children Of Kanaloa



A Monk Seal’s Life

The Hawaiian monk seal (Monachus�schauinslandi) 
is a member of the Phocidae family. It is a pinniped –
a group of marine mammals that includes seals, sea
lions, and walruses with front and back flippers. Adult
Hawaiian monk seals weigh 400 to 600 pounds; adult
males and females are similar in size. The seals are
generalist feeders, which means they eat a variety of
foods depending on what is available, including many
types of common fishes and eels, octopus, squid, and
crustaceans (crabs, shrimp, and lobster). Studies and
observations indicate that the seals prefer small,
bottom-dwelling prey that hide in sand, under rocks,
or in coral puka (holes) and are easier to catch than
ulua, päpio, ‘ö‘io, or most other locally popular game
fish. The seals usually dive for an average of six
minutes when feeding, but they can hold their breath
for as long as 20 minutes and can dive as deep as
1,500 feet, however, they usually dive less than 200
feet to forage on the sea floor.

Hawaiian monk seals mate in the water during
breeding season (December to August), and females
can give birth when they are five to ten years old.
Females may give birth to one pup a year. Newborns
are approximately three feet long and weigh 25 to 30
pounds. Mothers stay with their pups on land or very
close to shore for about six weeks nursing them.
When the pups are weaned, they typically weigh
between 110 and 180 pounds, while the mothers lose
even more weight as a result of nursing and not
leaving their pups to eat.

Monk seals usually sleep on the beach, sometimes for
days at a time. Individual seals often frequent the
same beaches over and over, but do not defend
regular territories. SCUBA divers see seals sleeping
underwater in small caves. Monk seals also haul out
to molt, which takes about a week, losing their top
layer of skin and fur.

The seals do not migrate seasonally, but some seals
have been tracked traveling hundreds or thousands of
miles in the open ocean and between the NWHI and
main Hawaiian Islands. Although rare, seals have been
observed as far away as Johnston Atoll and Wake
Island. 

Hawaiian monk seals can live for 25 to 30 years,
however, few seals live this long.

Status And Threats

The Hawaiian monk seal is the only marine mammal
species that lives completely within waters of the

United States. It is unique to Hawai‘i, and no other
country, state, or community is responsible for its
survival. The overall population is about 1,100 seals
and is in decline and at risk of extinction unless the
trend is reversed. About 900 monk seals now live in the
NWHI, and at least 150 to 200 seals live in the main
Hawaiian Islands. Although the number of seals in the
NWHI subpopulation is declining at about four percent,
the subpopulation in the main Hawaiian Islands has
been increasing by six to seven percent annually,
making it a bright spot in the battle against extinction.
Most of the seals in the main Hawaiian Islands are
concentrated on Ni‘ihau, Kaua‘i, Moloka‘i, and O‘ahu,
with smaller numbers on Maui, Läna‘i, and Hawai‘i. 

A number of factors has contributed to the seal’s
decline, including human hunting of the species to
near extinction in the mid-1800s; entanglement in
floating marine debris, such as discarded fishing nets,
lines, and ropes; loss of habitat for pupping and
resting; competition for food with sharks and other
predators in the NWHI; the killing of female seals and
pups by aggressive male seals; cycles of NWHI
ecosystem productivity; and shark predation on baby
seals at French Frigate Shoals in the NWHI.

In the last 50 years, from 1958 to 2007, in a timeframe
that corresponds with the height of commercial fishing
in the NWHI, beach counts of Hawaiian monk seals
have declineed by about two thirds.  

Because of its precariously low population, the
Hawaiian monk seal is protected by the federal
Endangered Species Act, Marine Mammal Protection
Act, and Hawai‘i state law. Intentionally harassing,
harming, or killing a seal is a felony under state law,
punishable by up to five years in prison and a $50,000
fine. It is also a crime to intentionally harass, harm, or
kill a monk seal under federal law.

Critical habitat was last officially designated for the
monk seal in the NWHI in 1988. In 2011, NOAA
National Marine Fisheries Service proposed expanding
that designation, including important seal areas in the
main Hawaiian Islands. Critical habitat does not create
sanctuaries or nature preserves for the seals, or place
restrictions on access to or use of these areas. A
critical habitat designation places responsibility on the
federal government to ensure that its actions or those
it authorizes or funds do not destroy or adversely
modify areas designated as critical habitat, and this
helps protect our beaches and ocean. A recovery plan
for the Hawaiian monk seal was revised in 2007. It
sets recovery goals for the seal, such as the number of
seals in the NWHI and main Hawaiian Islands that
need to be established, and identifies necessary



recovery actions so that the seal is no longer in danger
of going extinct. 

State and federal wildlife agencies work with
community volunteers, fishers, gatherers, cultural
practitioners, and others to minimize and mitigate
human-seal interactions in the following ways:
• Monitoring seal movements through reports of

sightings phoned in by citizens on the different
islands; 

• Managing the safety of beach users and seals by
setting up seal protection zones around individual
seals; 

• Issuing guidelines to fishers and the general public
about how to respectfully and safely behave around
seals and avoid human-seal interactions; 

• Conducting outreach to fishers and local
communities about seal behavior and needs; 

• Providing veterinary care to seals wounded by
fishing gear; 

• Retraining or relocating seals that become nuisances
to humans; and

• Conducting field research to understand the biology
of the seals and ways to mitigate threats to survival.

Kuleana And Kökua 

As the number of seals increases in the main
Hawaiian Islands, so will the number of human-seal
interactions and injuries to seals. Learning to
appreciate and co-exist with our native wildlife has
never been more important. 

Here is what you can do to kökua�(help) the Hawaiian
monk seal:

AT THe BeAcH

� Give seals the space they need to rest. Stay at
least 150 feet away from the seals, farther if it is a
mother and her pup. A good way to judge this
distance is to hold your thumb out at arm’s length
and position the view of the seal between the tip
and first knuckle of your thumb. If the seal
appears outside of this range, you are too close.

� If a monk seal approaches you, move away to
avoid interaction. 

� Cautiously move away if you observe any of the
following monk seal behaviors indicating it has
been disturbed:

� Female attempting to shield her pup with her
body or by her movements;

� Growling or barking, or rapid movement away
from the disturbance; and 

� Sudden awakening from sleep on land.

� Do not enter seal protection zones on the beach.
These zones are for their protection and your
safety. 

� Protect your dog and the seals from injury and
disease transmission by keeping your dog on a
leash when around seals.

IN THe OceAN

� Never feed monk seals or any other wild animal.
Feeding encourages seals to interact with humans,
can result in seals losing their natural behaviors,
and can result in “nuisance” seals engaged in
potentially dangerous interactions with humans. 

� Monk seals may exhibit inquisitive behavior. Do
not attempt to play or swim with a seal. This is
harmful to the seal and dangerous to the
swimmer. 

� If you fish, move to another fishing area if you see
a monk seal. Consider using barbless circle hooks,
obey the laws for lay gillnets, monitor nets and
lines, and dispose of unwanted fishing gear
responsibly. If you hook a seal while fishing,
report the incident and location. Reports may be
made anonymously.

Your call could Save A Seal

Keep the following telephone numbers handy on your
mobile device and with you when you are at the
ocean. Citizen volunteers and monk seal biologists are
tracking the occurrences of monk seals in the main
Hawaiian Islands to help ensure their safety.

� If you see or have an interaction with a monk
seal, call the 24-hour toll-free hotline (888) 256-
9840, or email the sighting to:
pifsc.monksealsighting@noaa.gov.

� To directly contact the local Monk Seal Island
Coordinators, call:

O‘ahu: 220-7802 
Maui/Läna‘i: (808) 292-2372*
Kaua‘i: 651-7668
East Hawai‘i Island: 756-5961
Moloka‘i: 553-5555 
West Hawai‘i Island: 987-0765 
*�The�Maui/Läna‘i�number�is�routed�through
O‘ahu,�so�add�the�area�code,�808,�if�you�are
calling�from�Maui�or�Läna‘i.

� If you see a monk seal or other marine mammal
that appears to be sick, injured, stranded, or
otherwise in distress, call this marine mammal
toll-free number day or night:  (888) 256-9840.
Calls and reports may be made anonymously.



Did You Know?

The monk seal’s common name may come from the
thick fold of skin around the seal’s neck, which
resembles the cowl, or hood, of a monk’s robe. The
monk seal also lives a solitary life like a monk, and
unlike sea lions and other marine mammals that live
in colonies. 

The Hawaiian monk seal is one of only two remaining
monk seal species in the world; the other is the Mediter -
ranean monk seal, with fewer than 500 seals in the wild.
A third species – the Caribbean monk seal – was last
seen in 1952 and officially declared extinct in 2008.

In 1979, the Hawaiian monk seal was named Hawai‘i’s
official state marine mammal. In 2008, the Hawai‘i
state legislature designated it the official state mammal
because of its rare and endemic status, and its
importance to Hawaiian natural history and culture.  

MeeT Hö‘AILONA

Hö‘ailona, the model for this poster, was abandoned by
his mother only a few days after his birth on Kaua‘i in
2008. Rescuers found him desperately suckling a rock.
Known as KP2 at the time, he was flown to O‘ahu,
where emergency crews and volunteers spent 24 hours
a day, seven days a week, nursing him back to health
and treating an eye condition. KP2 was then relocated
to Kalaupapa, Moloka‘i, but he soon showed up at
Kaunakakai Pier, where he befriended the community.
Moloka‘i resident, Loretta Ritte, named him Hö‘ailona
(‘sign’ or ‘symbol’). She considers this special seal a sign
of the return of the monk seal to the main Hawaiian
Islands and an opportunity to educate people about its
importance and co-existing with wildlife. 

Hö‘ailona formed a strong bond with the people of
Moloka‘i. But as with most wild animals, strong
association with humans can be a detriment to the seal
and potentially dangerous to the humans. Because of
Hö‘ailona’s conditioning to humans (resulting in the
loss of his wild behaviors) and the continued
deterioration of his eye condition, Hö‘ailona was no
longer able to survive in the wild. As a result, he was
captured and flown to Santa Cruz, California for
observation and medical treatment. In 2011, Hö‘ailona
returned to Hawai‘i and now lives at the Waikïkï
Aquarium with Maka Onaona, another handsome and
amazing monk seal that is unable to survive in the
wild.

Hö‘ailona is a symbol of hope for his imperiled
species and a reminder that we share our island home
with others.

AN ArTIST’S PerSPecTIve

By Caren Loebel-Fried www.carenloebelfried.com

I am an artist and author, and the nature, culture, and
legends of Hawai‘i are my inspirations. The Hawaiian
monk seal became my muse when I was commissioned
by the Conservation Council for Hawai‘i to create a block
print of a seal for this poster. I have seen monk seals in the
wild, and I have also spent time observing Hö‘ailona, the
young Hawaiian monk seal adopted by the Waikïkï
Aquarium. At the underwater viewing area, as children
came to the glass, he swam to them with curiosity. Over
and over, he put his whiskered, puppy face close to the
children’s smiling faces. It was powerful and touching to
see this young monk seal so keen on interacting with the
human children. 

Hö‘ailona is truly an ambassador for his species. I realized
he would make the perfect model for the poster, reaching
hundreds of schools in Hawai‘i. As he glided through the
water with such grace, ease, and agility, I snapped photos
and did quick sketches. I marveled at his body so well
adapted to the liquid environment. My desire and greatest
challenge was to capture in art Hö‘ailona’s engaging
personality and his body in motion. 

Art is such a powerful inspiration in the conservation of
rare and endangered species. I hope my artwork helps
save the Hawaiian monk seal. 

For More Information

www.conservehi.org

www.earthtrust.org/wlcurric/seals.html

www.kahea.org/issues/ocean-protection/hawaiian-monk-seals

www.kauaimonkseal.com

www.marine-conservation.org/what-we-do/program-areas/
mpas/pacific-islands-conservation/hawaiian-monk-seals/

www.marinemammalcenter.org/Get-Involved/awareness-
campaigns/save-the-hawaiin-monk-seal.html

www.monksealfoundation.org/Home.aspx

www.nameahulu.org

www.pifsc.noaa.gov/hawaiian_monk_seal/
www.wildhawaii.org/marinelife/seals.html

facebook.com/HMSRP

facebook.com/hoailona.monkseal

facebook.com/pages/Save-Our-Hawaiian-Monk-Seal/
176913049032012

monksealmania.blogspot.com/2012/06/puuhonua-
initiative.html
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